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Approaches to Electrolyte Solvent Selection for PolyAnthraquinone Sulfide Organic Electrode Material
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Organic materials such as polyanthraquinone sulfide (PAQS)
are receiving increased attention as electrodes for energy storage systems owing to their good environmental compatibility,
high rate capability, and large charge-storage capacity. However, one of their limitations is the solubility in organic solvents
typically composing the electrolytes. Here, the solubility of
PAQS was tested in 17 different solvents using UV/Vis spectroscopy. The results show that PAQS exhibits a very wide range of
solubility according to the nature of the solvent and the obtained trend agrees well with the predictions from Hansen solubility analysis. Furthermore, the transport properties (conductivity, s, and viscosity, h) of selected electrolytes composed of
non-solubilising solvents with 1 m LiTFSI are compared and discussed in the temperature range from @40 8C to 80 8C. In the
second part of this study, the electrochemical characterization

of PAQS as electrode material in selected pure or mixture of
solvents with 1 m LiTFSI as salt was made in half-cells by a galvanostatic method. In a methylglutaronitrile (2MeGLN)-based
electrolyte that exhibits low solubility of PAQS, it appears that
the capacity fade is intricately linked to the large irreversibility
of the second step of the redox process. Although the standard cyclic carbonate solvents mixture (ethylene carbonate
and propylene carbonate) led to rapid capacity fade in the initial 10–15 cycles owing to their high solubilising ability. Finally,
it is shown that a pure linear alkylcarbonate (dimethyl carbonate) or binary mixture of ether-based (dioxolane/dimethoxy
ethane) electrolyte is much more compatible for enhanced capacity retention in PAQS with more than 120 mAh g@1 for
1000 cycles at 4 C.

Introduction
age applications in which high power density is required.[7, 8]
Depending on the redox functional group, the organic electrodes may be classified into organosulfur, carbonyl, conjugated
polymers, and amines.[9, 10, 7] A large number of carbonyl-containing redox materials have been widely investigated in the
last few decades owing to their relatively large (100–
600 mAh g@1) and reversible capacity.[11–13]
On the downside, there are two major challenges that need
to be resolved: 1) high capacity fade primarily owed to the solubility of the active material and 2) low electronic conductivity.
The issue of solubility requires the design of suitable electrolytes in which the solubility can be minimized. A major improvement can be achieved also by polymerization of the electrochemically active monomers by which the solubility is considerably reduced. In the case of anthraquinone (AQ), the polymerization using C@S or C@C linkages or attaching the AQ as
pendant to a stable polymer backbone can be used to produce long-chain length polymers that exhibit a substantially
improved capacity retention over long cycling.[14, 15] A polymer
of this type, polyanthraquinone sulfide (PAQS), which is
formed by the polymerization reaction of 1,5-dichloroanthraquinone (DCAQ) with Na2S is widely investigated.[6, 4] The redox
potential of this polymer is & 2.1 V versus Li/Li + with a relatively flat voltage profile. Most of the reported studies focusing on
the performance of PAQS are conducted in half cells with the
appropriate metal foil as the anode (Li, Na, K).[16, 13] However, in
a recent study, the use of PAQS as anode material in an all-organic battery with polytriphenylamine (PTPA) cathode was pro-

In the last decade, the global production of energy storage devices is experiencing exponential growth owing to the increasing demand for electric vehicles, grid scale storage, and portable electronic devices. The currently used battery technologies,
which include nickel cadmium, nickel metal or Li-ion batteries
rely heavily on mining activities that raise concerns about their
long-term environmental impact.[1] In conventional Li-ion batteries, the cathode and anode (lithium titanate) materials require a large quantity of mined elements such as Ni, Mn, Co,
Ti, and the safe disposal or reuse of these elements poses significant technical challenges as the volume of global battery
manufacturing continues to increase.[2] As a result, several organic redox materials that are mainly composed of elements
such as O, C, N, and S are being investigated as suitable substitutes.[3] Owing to the open structure of the organic materials,
they are not constrained by cation sizes and as such can reversibly incorporate ions of widely varying ionic radii [Li + , Na + ,
K + , Cs + , Mg + , tetraethyl ammonium (TEA + )].[4–6] Most of the
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